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Abstract: This paper is mainly concerned with  the robustly stable adaptive control of single-input single-
output impulse-free linear time-invariant singular dynamic systems of known order and unknown 
parameterizations subject to single external point delays. The control law is of pole-placement type and 
based on input/output measurements and parametrical estimation only. The parametrical estimation 
incorporates adaptation dead zones to prevent against potential instability caused by disturbances and 
unmodeled dynamics. The Weierstrass canonical form is investigated in detail to discuss controllability 
and observability via testable conditions of the given arbitrary state-space realization of the same order.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Singular linear dynamic systems subject to external delays (i.e. in their inputs) have been 
investigated in [1] by formulating the Weierstrass state-space canonical form. A general 
formalism for arbitrary state-space realizations is provided in [2]. The so-called Drazin inverse 
[3] of the singular matrix characterizing the dynamic equation of the system might be used to 
obtain similarity transformations on the state systems which allow to elucidate if the system is 
impulsive or not.  Instead of using the Drazin inverse and its associate similarity condition, an 
equivalence transformation may be obtained in the state space through two nonsingular matrices  
which splits the whole state-space description into a standard dynamic equation plus an 
algebraic equation involving a nilpotent matrix. Impulsive effects and associate lost of the 
uniqueness of state- trajectory solution appear if the input is not sufficiently smooth, [1-6]. This 
paper is devoted to the adaptive control of solvable single-input single-output impulse-free 
linear time-invariant singular dynamic systems of known orders and unknown parameterizations 
subject to single external point delays. The system is also potentially subject to disturbances 
which may potentially include unmodeled dynamics plus external bounded disturbances 
including noise. The investigation is devoted in several steps.  Firstly, the solvability of the 
dynamic differential- system is investigated for general state-space realizations and also for the 
Weierstrass canonical form. The trajectory- solution is found under solvability conditions for 
both the general case and the state-space representation in canonical Weierstrass form. 
Secondly, the controllability and observability of the Weierstrass canonical form are discussed  
while testable “ ad -hoc” conditions for those properties are obtained. The testability of those 
conditions is related to the feature that the non-impulsive and impulsive dynamics are described 
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through different equations under the Weierstrass canonical form. The third step consists of 
synthesizing a pole-placement based controller for the case of known parameters which only 
requires input/ output measurements. Since Diophantine equations are relevant to the controller 
parameterization for closed-loop prescribed pole-placement, the system is required to be 
controllable and observable in order to avoiding zero-pole cancellations in its transfer function. 
On the other hand, since testing those properties is difficult for arbitrary singular systems, 
testable controllability/observability conditions are obtained for the Weierstrass canoniocal form 
of the same order as that of the original state-space realization. This guarantees that the original 
state-space realization is controllable and observable (and then minimal) under the same 
conditions so that the transfer function has not zero/pole cancellations. As a result, the 
Diophantine equation associated with the controller synthesis for closed-loop pole -placement is 
uniquely solvable and the control law is non- singular if it is sufficiently smooth so that the 
closed-loop solution is also impulsive-free despite the fact that the transfer function has usually 
more zeros than poles since the system is singular. The smoothness of the input is achieved if 
zero-free filters of appropriate minimum orders are used for the input, output and disturbance to 
be injected in the adaptive control law. The final fourth step is to extend the above controller 
synthesis to the case of unknown parameterizations by incorporating an adaptive control law 
which uses parameter estimates instead of true parameters but keeps a similar structure. Also, a 
relative dead zone is incorporated to prevent against potential instability caused by the presence 
of disturbances, [7-10]. Such a relative dead zone freezes the parameter estimation at any time if 
the absolute identification error is sufficiently small compared to a known upper-bounding 
function of the absolute value of the disturbance. Otherwise, the parameter-adaptive law is kept 
in operation. The controllability of the estimated model is maintained by using projection of the 
estimated parameters vector on some convex bounded set where controllability is assumed to be 
maintained and to which the true parameterization also belongs to. Closed-loop stability is 
proved under such an adaptive controller. 
 
I.1. Notation: N, R and C are, respectively, the sets of natural, real and complex numbers, 
{ }0:0 ∪= NN , { }0z:z:0 ≥∈=+ RR  and { }0zRe:z:0 ≥∈=+ CC  
( ).Lap  and ( ).Lap 1−  denote, respectively, the unilateral left Laplace transform and corresponding anti-
transform provided that they exist such that ( ) ( ))t(vLapsV =  , ( ) ( ))s(VLaptv 1−=  are 
corresponding transform / anti-transform pairs (roughly speaking , low-case and its corresponding capital 
stand for a certain signal and its Laplace transform). Since the Laplace transform argument “s” is 
(formally) equivalent to the time- derivative operator 
td
d:D =  (extended to i
i
i
td
d:D = with 
1D 0 ≡ and DD 1 ≡  ) then ( ) ( ))t(vLapsV = , if it exists, is formally equivalent to ( )DV  provided 
that v(t) is an original function ; i.e. ( ) 0tv = 0t; ≤∀ .  
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I  denotes the identity matrix which may be endowed with a subscript defining its order if such an order is 
relevant. 
( ) ( )pq ,DC RR  is the space of vector real functions of class q of definition domain RR ⊂D  for any 
integer 1p ≥ . If ( ) ( )RR ,DCv q∈  then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tvDtv kk =  for any integer k subject to 
qk0 ≤≤ . 
 
II. THE SINGULAR CONTROLLED PLANT 
Consider the SISO linear time-invariant dynamical system 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tvhtud)t(ubtAxtxE 0+−++=&  
( ) ( )txcty T=  
( ) 0x0x = , ( ) ( )ttu Ψ= , [ ]0,ht −∈∀                                                              (1) 
 
where ( ) ntx R∈ is the state-vector, ( ) R∈tu , ( ) R∈ty  and ( ) R∈tv0 are the control 
input (being differentiable 1−l  times with l being the index of E, [2-3]), output and 
disturbance, respectively; nnE ×∈ R is a singular matrix, nnA ×∈ R , nb R∈ , nd R∈ , 
nc R∈ ; 0h > is a control delay and ( ) nt R∈Ψ is the initial control function. The disturbance 
may include contributions of unmodeled dynamics and bounded external disturbances. If the 
disturbance 0v 0 ≡ on +0R  then the system (1) will be said to be the nominal system. The 
following assumption is made through the paper, [1-2]: 
 
Assumption 1. The pair ( )A,E  is solvable; i.e. the matrix pencil ( )AsE +  is regular, namely, 
( )AsEDet − is not identically zero for C∈∀s .                                                                 ? 
 
Some especial particular results through the paper will be obtained when, in addition, the 
subsequent assumption holds as well, [4]: 
 
Assumption 2. The pair ( )A,E  is impulse-free, namely, ( ) ( )( )AsEDetdegErank −= . ? 
 
If Assumption 1 holds there exist, in general, non-unique state trajectory solutions. Those 
solutions become unique for all time within some appropriate manifolds containing the so-
called admissible initial state sets, which depend on initial values for the input vector, provided 
that the bounded initial conditions belong to such a manifold and that such an input vector is 
sufficiently smooth. If the input is not sufficiently smooth then the solution is impulsive and 
then non-unique even if Assumption 1 holds. Assumption 1 is necessary to have a well-posed 
problem. If Assumptions 1-2 hold together, then a unique (and then non-impulsive) solution 
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exists for all time for each bounded initial conditions constrained within the above mentioned 
manifold and each everywhere piecewise continuous control vector function, [2], [4]. It has 
been proved in [2] that Assumption 1 holds if and only if  ( ) 0XEKer i =∩  for i =0, 1, 2, … ,  
where ( )AKer:X 0 =  ;  { }1ii XExA:x:X −∈= ,  N∈∀ i , and, equivalently, if and only if  
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If ( ) { }0:Eind: 0 ∪=∈= NNl , the index of E, then there is a nilpotent matrix 0N  with 
( )0Nindn:=l , the nilpotency index of E, such that, [3], 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )1kk0 ErankErank:kMinEind: +=∈== Nl = ( ) ( )( )1kk0 EKerEKer:kMin +=∈ N  
    ( ) ( )0E:kMin:Nindexn k00 =∈== N   
 
( ) TN,EDiagTE 001−=  ;  ( )T0,EDiagTE 101D −−=  
where T is a nonsingular real n-matrix, DE  is the Drazin inverse of E and 11 nn0E ×∈ R  is 
nonsingular with nn 1< . If Assumption 2 holds then trivially 0N 0 = ; i.e. the idempotent matrix 
becomes zero.  The following auxiliary result extends directly a previous one proved in [2], and 
quoted from [1] for the disturbance-free case, by considering  the singular system (1) with 
incorporates additive disturbances in the state dynamics as well as an output equation. It is 
concerned with the equivalence of the state-space description (1) with an associate Weierstrass 
canonical form: 
 
Lemma 1. If Assumption 1 holds (i.e. if the pair ( )A,E  is solvable) then there exist 
nonsingular real matrices P and Q of order nn ×  such that the state-space description (1) is 
equivalent to the Weierstrass canonical form: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )thtu)t(utzWtz 11111 η+−β+α+=&                                               (2.a) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )thtu)t(utztzN 22222 η+−β+α+=&                                               (2.b) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tztztztzPcty 2T21T1TT γ+γ=γ==                                               (2.c)          
 
where 
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( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) n1TT2T1 txPtz,tztz R∈== −  with iniz R∈ ( )2,1i =  
( )N,IDiagPEQ
1n=   ;  ( )2nI,WDiagPAQ =  
( )TT2T1 ,bQ αα= ; ( )TT2T1 ,dQ ββ= ; ( )TT2T10 ,vQ ηη=  ; ( )TT2T1 ,cP: γγ==γ  
                                                                                                                      (2.d) 
with iniiii ,,, R∈ηγβα ( )2,1i =  and W being a nonsingular real matrix of order nn 1 <  and 
N is a nilpotent real matrix of order 12 nnn −=  with ( ) ( )EindNindexn == l . Assume that 
( ) [ )( )RR ,0,hCu
0
1 −∪∈ +−l  and ( ) [ )( )2n012 ,0,hC RR −∪∈η +−l  with ( ) ( )ttu Ψ=  
and ( ) [ )( )2n012 ,0,hC RR −∪∈η +−l , [ ]0,ht −∈∀  for some ( ) [ ]( )R,0,hC 1 −∈Ψ −l  
and ( ) ( ) [ ]( )2n120v ,0,hCt R−∈Ψ −l . Then, the unique state-trajectory solution of the 
Weierstrass canonical form +
0
R  is  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ ττη+τ−α+τα+= ∫ τ−t0 121W01tW1 dtuuezetz                         (3.a) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]thtutuNtz 2i2i2i1
0i
2 η+−β+α−= ∑−
=
l
                                       (3.b) 
 
for ht ≥  with ( )0zz 101 = , and  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ ττη+τ−Ψα+τα+= ∫ τ−t0 121W01tW1 dtuezetz                     (4.a) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]thttNtz i2i2i2i1
0i
2 η+−Ψβ+Ψα−= ∑−
=
l
                                 (4.b) 
for [ )h,0t∈ . The unique output trajectory solution on +
0
R is given by combining (2.c) with 
(3) and (4). If 0=l (the system is standard, i.e.  nonsingular) or 1=l then the state and output 
trajectories are always unique on +
0
R . Assume that 2≥l  and ( ) [ )( )RR ,0,hCu
0
j −∪∈ +  for 
some 2j0 −≤≤ l but ( ) [ )( )RR ,0,hCu
0
1 −∪∉ +−l  then the state and output trajectory 
solutions on +
0
R are non- unique  and ( ) ( )tu kj+ is replaced with ( ) ( )tkj+δ ( the k-th order 
Dirac distribution) everywhere where the (high-order ) time derivative does not exist. 
 
If Assumptions 1-2 hold (i.e. if the pair ( )A,E  is solvable and impulse-free) then 0N ≡  so 
that the second equation is purely algebraic for all time taking the form: 
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( ) ( ) ( )( )thtu)t(utz 2222 η+−β+α−=   ; ht ≥∀   
( ) ( ) ( )( )tht)t(utz 2222 η+−Ψβ+α−=  ;  [ )h,0t∈∀                                                        
 
subject to ( ) ( )ttu Ψ= , [ ]0,ht −∈∀ . 
 
Outline of Proof: The existence of the state-space description (2) under the given conditions is 
proved in [1-2]. The remaining part of the proof including the form of the solutions and their 
potential uniqueness follows directly from (2) and the use of high-order distributional 
derivatives for singular impulsive time-delay systems, [5].                                                   ? 
          
The following direct general result concerning the description of (1) by a time-differential input-
output model under Assumption 1is proved in Appendix A: 
 
Theorem 1. The following properties hold: 
 
(i) If Assumption 1 holds then the singular system (1) is described by the differential equation: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tvDhtuDtuDtyDM 0T210 Δ+−Δ+Δ=                             (5) 
 
provided that ( )tuD i ( )1,...,1,0i −= l  exists subject to initial conditions ( )0yD i  
( )1,...,1,0i −= l , where  
 ( ) ( )AEDDet:DM −=   ;    ( ) ( )bD:D T20 Δ=Δ                                                    (6.a) 
( ) ( ) dD:D T21 Δ=Δ   ;   ( ) ( )AEDAdjc:D TT2 −=Δ                                               (6.b) 
 
Assume that identical (zero-free and zero/pole cancellation free) linear filters order of transfer 
functions ( ) ( )sF/1sG f = , with ( )sF  being a monic polynomial of  arbitrary degree 1n F ≥ , 
are used to filter  the various signals of the system (1) so that the filtered equations 
 
( ) ( ) ( )sUsF
1sU f = , ( ) ( ) ( )sYsF
1sY f = , ( ) ( ) ( )sVsF
1sV 0f0 =  , ( ) ( ) ( )0f0 xEsF
1sX =  
                                                                                                                                     (7) 
have respective bounded initial conditions ( )0xx 0Fu0Fu = , ( )0xx 0Fy0Fy = , ( )0xx F00F0 =  
and ( )0xx 0Fv0F0v 0=  in nR . If Assumption 1 holds then there exist solutions of the 
differential equation (2) that satisfy 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tytvDhtuDtuDtyDMDFty 0f0T2f1f0f +Δ+−Δ+Δ+−=     
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                                                                                                                                     (8) 
for any set of bounded initial conditions of the filters,  where 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ −−= 0FuT´f0F0vff0´0 xDGDGxDGtvDGDM:ty T  
           ( ) ( )( ) 0FyT´f x1DMDG −+                                                                                (9) 
where  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )sh101sh1T esssMedbAEsc:sG −−−− Δ+Δ=+−=                            (10) 
 
is the transfer function of the system (1) related to the control input and ( )ty 0  is  a signal 
being dependent of the external disturbance and the initial conditions of the various filters.   ? 
 
If the closed-loop system is stabilizable; i.e. [ ] nedb,AEsrank sh =+− − , +∈∀
0
s C  , and it is 
stabilized via some linear controller and its associate stabilizing control law then Theorem 1 
applies to the closed-loop system with the appropriate replacements for the closed-loop 
parameterization and feedback control input , namely, ( ) ( )sMsM m→  , ( ) ( )ss imi Δ→Δ  
(i=1, 2) and  ( ) ( )trtu →  (the external reference input). If, in addition, the polynomial )s(F is 
Hurwitz, i.e. the various filters are asymptotically stable, what is standard in engineering 
applications; then ( ) 0ty 0 →  as ∞→t  for any bounded initial conditions of the filters. As a 
result, such a signal may be neglected in both the non-adaptive and adaptive controller synthesis 
process for stabilization purposes. It may also be removed from the estimation equations in the 
adaptive case as it will be discussed in Section IV. The following result is devoted to the 
uniqueness of the state and output trajectories of (1) for all time if the input is sufficiently 
smooth and the initial conditions belong to some appropriate set, even if Assumption 2 does not 
hold, or if Assumption 2 holds and the initial state is in some appropriate subset of the whole 
state space irrespective of the input being sufficiently smooth or not. Such a result corresponds 
to a parallel one obtained in [5] for the case of singular time-delay systems with multiple 
internal (i.e. in the state) single constant point delays which investigates the whole set of 
potentially impulsive solutions for the case where the input is not necessarily sufficiently 
smooth and Assumption 2 does not necessarily hold. 
 
Theorem 2. Assume that ( ) [ )( )RR ,0,hCu 01 −∪∈ +−l  and the external disturbance of the 
form ( ) ( ) ( )( )TT2T110 t,tQtv ηη= −  satisfies ( ) [ )( )2n012 ,0,hC RR −∪∈η +−l  with 
( ) ( )ttu Ψ=  and ( ) ( )tt 20v2 Ψ=η for all [ )0,ht −∈  for some given 
( ) [ ]( )2n1 ,0,hC R−∈Ψ −l  and ( ) [ ]( )2n120v ,0,hC R−∈Ψ −l  and, furthermore, 
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Assumption 1 holds. Define the sets of admissible initial states ( ) nS R⊂Ψ  and admissible 
initial data ( ) ( ) [ ]( ) ( ) [ ]( )2n11n ,0,hC,0,hC RRR −×−×⊂ΨΑ −− ll , respectively, as follows: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧ ∈Ψ+−Ψβ+α−=∈==Ψ ∑−
=
2n
1
0i
i
20v
i
2
i
2
i
2
1n
1
TT
2
T
1 0h0uNz,z,z,zz:S RR
l
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ]( ) ( ) [ ]( ){ }2n120v1020v0 ,0,hC,,0,hC,Sz:,,z: RR −∈Ψ−∈ΨΨ∈ΨΨ=ΨΑ −− ll
 
If 1,0=l or if [ ] [ ]( ) ( )ΨΑ∈→−Ψ→−Ψ 2n20v0 0,h:,0,h:,z RR  with 2≥l  then the 
unique output trajectory solution to (1) on +0R  is defined by  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ ττη+τ−α+τα+γ= ∫ τ−t0 121W01tW11 dtuuezety                  
           ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]thtutuN i2i2i2i1
0i
21 η+−β+αγ− ∑−
=
l
 ; ht >∀                       (11.a) 
 ( )0zz 101 =  subject to 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ ττη+τ−Ψα+τα+γ= ∫ τ−t0 121W01tW11 dtuezety                  
           ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]tthttuN i 20vi2i2i1
0i
21 Ψ+−Ψβ+αγ− ∑−
=
l
 ; [ ]h,0t ∈∀        (11.b) 
where 
i2
T
2i1
T
1i PcPc +=γ   ;     2i21i1i bQbQ +=α                                                            (12.a) 
2i21i1i dQdQ +=β    ;   20i210i1i vQvQ +=η                                                           (12.b) 
 
for i =1,2 where ( )2,1j,i;PMatrixBlockP ji == , ( )2,1j,i;QMatrixBlockQ ji == , 
( )TT2T1 , γγ=γ ; ( )TT2T1 , αα=α ; ( )TT2T1 , ββ=β  ; ( )TT20T100 v,vv =  with ii nnjiji Q,P ×∈ R , ; 
in
0v,., R∈βαγ . In particular, the output trajectory solution becomes  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ ττη+τ−α+τα+γ= ∫ τ−t0 121W01tW11 dtuuezety                  
           ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]thtutu 22221 η+−β+αγ−  ; ht >∀                                           (13.a) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ ττη+τ−Ψα+τα+γ= ∫ τ−t0 121W01tW11 dtuezety                  
             ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]thttu 22221 η+−Ψβ+αγ−  ; [ ]h,0t ∈∀                                 (13.b) 
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for 1=l (singular solvable system with zero nilpotent matrix) and 
[ ] [ ]( ) ( )ΨΑ∈→−Ψ→−Ψ 2n20v0 0,h:,0,h:,z RR  even if 
( ) [ )( )RR ,0,hCu 01 −∪∉ +−l  or ( ) [ )( )2n0120v ,0,hC RR −∪∉Ψ +−l ; and  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ ττη+τ−α+τα+γ= ∫ τ−t0 121W01tW11 dtuuezety       ; ht >∀       
                                                                                                                                      (14.a) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ ττη+τ−Ψα+τα+γ= ∫ τ−t0 121W01tW11 dtuezety  ; [ ]h,0t ∈∀  
                                                                                                                                                          (14.b) 
for 0=l (nonsingular system ; i.e. system in  standard form such that Assumption 1 always 
holds) and [ ] [ ]( ) ( )20vn20v0 ,0,h:,0,h:,z 2 ΨΨΑ∈→−Ψ→−Ψ RR  even if 
( ) [ )( )RR ,0,hCu 01 −∪∉ +−l  or ( ) [ )( )2n0120v ,0,hC RR −∪∉Ψ +−l .                         ? 
 
The proof of Theorem 2 follows directly by combining Lemma 1 and (2.c) since any existing 
output trajectory solution is independent of the state-space representation Note that for the 
cases 0=l  (nonsingular system also referred to as system in standard form, [6]) and 1=l  
(singular system with identically zero idempotent matrix) there exists a unique output trajectory 
solution for each set of admissible data irrespective of the input being sufficiently smooth or 
not. In addition, a system in standard system always satisfies Assumption 1; i.e. the pair 
( )A,I n  is always solvable. See [5-6] for the solutions of the disturbance- free case; i.e. 
0v 0 ≡ , under multiple internal point delays. Note also that the external disturbance relation in-
between the Weiertrass canonical form  to the state-space representation (1) by 
( ) ( ) ( )( )TT2T110 t,tQtv ηη= − is uniquely defined by an associate bijective mapping since Q 
is nonsingular. Therefore, the constraint ( ) ( )tt 20v2 Ψ=η  for all [ ]0,ht −∈  required by the 
set of admissible data is equivalent to ( ) ( ) ( )( ) TTT0 t,ttv 11 ΨΨ=  with  any arbitrary 
( ) [ ]( )2n12 ,0,hC R−∈Ψ −l  for all [ ]0,ht −∈  and [ ] 1n1 0,h R→−Ψ  being absolutely 
continuous with  isolated bounded discontinuities on a set of zero measure  in order to guarantee  
the uniqueness of the output trajectory solution on +0R  from the well-known Picard- Lindel o&& f 
theorem  and the properties of the set of admissible data for the solvable singular system. 
 
Remark 1. The controllability and observability of the Weiertrass canonical form are 
investigated in Appendix B where Theorem B.1 provided with specific related tests. The 
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controllability and observability properties will be relevant through the subsequent sections of 
the manuscript for the controller synthesis problem  which  involves Diophantine Equations of 
polynomials On the other hand,  an alternative expression for the output to those given in Eqs. 
(5)- (6) and in Eqs. (A.1), subject to (7), is given in Eqs. B.6 - B.7 in Appendix B, without using 
filtered signals, based on the Weierstrass canonical form by taking advantage of the 
independence of the output trajectory solution of each particular state-space representation.   ? 
 
III. CONTROL LAW AND STABILIZING CONTROLLER 
 
A. Case of known parameters 
Throughout this section the time –derivative and Laplace operators D and s are used indistinctly 
depending on the physical context, namely, D is used in differential equations and s in transfer 
functions or matrices and associated numerator and denominator polynomials or quasi-
polynomials.  The control law is generated by a stabilizing controller which is built with a 
feedforward compensator (precompensator), a feedback compensator of respective transfer 
functions ( ) ( )( )sR
sTsH ff =  and ( ) ( )( )sR
sSsH bf =  , the filters of transfer function ( )sF/1 and an 
smooth  disturbance compensating signal ( ) ( )tuDL 0  and it is defined implicitly by  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tuDLtyh,DStuDTtuh,DR 0f00f0fc +−=                               (15) 
 
where ( )tu c  is a bounded reference signal the various filtered signals (subscripted with “fo”) 
are obtained through the filters of transfer functions ( )sF/1 0  using the corresponding 
unfiltered signals as inputs. The filters of transfer functions ( )sF/1 0  might optionally be 
distinct of those of transfer functions ( )sF/1 0 referred to in Theorem 1 for generalization 
purposes. ( )sT  is a polynomial and ( )h,sR  and ( )h,sS  are, in general, dependent on the 
delay quasi-polynomials: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )sResRh,sR 1sh0 −+=   ;   ( ) ( ) ( )sSesSh,sS 1sh0 −+=                                  (16) 
 
and ( )sR i  and ( )sS i  (i =0,1) are polynomials . The degrees of the involved polynomials are 
denoted as: 
 ( )( )sMdegn M = , ( )( )sdegn ii Δ=Δ , ( )( )sLdegn L=                                            (17.a) 
( )( )sFdegn 0F 0 = ,  ( )( )sTdegn T= , ( )( )sRdegn iR i = ,  ( )( )sSdegn iS i =      (17.b) 
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for i=0,1. The main technical reason to involve the use of filtered signals is the need to measure 
time-derivatives of the various involved functions in both the non-adaptive and later adaptive 
versions. Equivalently, (15) may be expressed with the unfiltered signals as follows: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tuDLtyh,DStuDTtuh,DRDF 0c0 +−=                                (18) 
 
The closed-loop system time-differential equation, obtained by combining (5) and (18), is  
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )tyDSDDRDMDF 0000 Δ+  
 
      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )h2tyDSDhtyDSDDSDDRDMDF 11011010 −Δ+−Δ+Δ++  
      
      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )thtuDtuDDThtyDMtyDM 0c1c0*1*0 σ+−Δ+Δ+−+=    
                                                                                                                                   (19) 
where  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sSssRsMsFsM 0000*0 Δ+=                                                                 (20.a) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sSssRsMsFsSssM 101001*1 Δ+=Δ−                                          (20.b) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )htuDtuDDLt 01000 −Δ+Δ=σ  
     ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )h2tyDSDhtvDRtvDRDMDF 110T210T20 −Δ−−Δ+Δ+        (20.c) 
with 
 
( )( )sMdegn *0M *0 =   ,  ( )( )sMdegn *1M *1 =                                                               (21) 
 
The subsequent result related to closed-loop stability and model matching property is proved in 
Appendix A.  
 
Theorem 3. The following properties hold: 
 
(i) Assume that the system (1) is solvable and controllable and observable and that the external 
disturbance ( ) ( )n010 ,C:v RR +−l  is uniformly bounded. Then, the closed-loop system (19) - 
(20), subject to (21), is globally Lyapunov´s stable if the following conditions hold: 
 
1. The polynomial F(s) is Hurwitz and has no common zero with ( )sΔ . Also, the quasi-
polynomial ( ) ( ) ( )sMesMsM *1sh*0* −+= is built with prescribed monic 
polynomials ( )sM *i  subject to degree constraints ( ) 1nn2n MFM *i −+= (i=0,1) while 
being Hurwitz with all its zeros in { }ν−≤∈= +ν− zRe:z: 0CCC \  for some +∈ν 0R . 
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2. The control law (15)–(16) is generated with polynomials ( )sR i  (monic) and ( )sS i (i 
=0,1) being respective solutions to  (20.a)- (20.b) which exist and are unique subject to 
degrees   
 
     1nnn MFR 0i −+= ; 2nnn MFS 0i −+=  for i=0,1                                     (22.a) 
 
     provided that  
      ( )2nn,0Maxn MFL 0 −+≥ , ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −+≥ 2 nn,0Maxn MTF 0 l                     (22.b)                      
 
3. ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 1esMesM
sSsSup sh*
1
sh2*
0
11
sRe 1
<⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+
Δ
ν=
, C∈∀s fulfilling ( )ν∈ν= ,0sRe 1  for  
some +∈ν R1 .     
 
(ii) Assume, in addition, that the quasi-polynomial ( ) ( ) ( ) sh10 eDss −Δ+Δ=Δ is Hurwitz and 
that the compensating signal  ( )tu 0   is generated as: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) τττ+ττ−τ= ∫ dyhdtvhtu y0t0 0Tv00                                                   (23) 
with impulse responses n0v0 :h RR →+ and RR →+0y0 :h  associated with respective stable 
transfer matrix and function: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )shT20v0 e1ssRsMsFssL 1sH −+ΔΔ= ; ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) sh211y0 essL sSssH −ΔΔ=  
                                                                                                                             (24) 
Then, asymptotic model–matching of any reference model of transfer function 
( ) ( ) ( )( )sM
sTssG
m
m
Δ=  with ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) sh211sh**m esSsesMsMsM 10 −− Δ++=  being Hurwitz 
and satisfying the degree realizability constraint Tm n1nn +−≥  is achieved for a reference 
signal RR →+0c :u  under any given set of bounded initial conditions.  
 
(iii) Assume that the conditions of Property (i) hold, ( ) 0s1 ≡Δ and the external disturbance 
0v 0 ≡  on +0R  . Assume also that the factorization ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ssss 000 −+ ΔΔ=Δ=Δ is performed 
with ( )s
0
+Δ  being monic with zeros , if any (otherwise ( ) 1s
0
=Δ + ), within ν−C  and ( )s0−Δ  
having all its zeros within ν−CC\ , for some prescribed +∈ν R . Then, the stable reference 
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model of transfer function ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
( )sM
ss
sM
s
sG
m
´
m0
m
m
m
ΔΔ=Δ=
−
 is matched for all time under 
zero initial conditions of both the reference model and the system (1) by a control law (18)-(20) 
with the following restrictions: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) 0sMsSsR *11 1 ===  ;  ( ) ( )ssT ´mΔ= ;  ( ) ( ) ( )s´RssR 000 +Δ=  ; 0u 0 ≡  on +0R  
                                                                                                                            (25.a) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sSss´RsMsFsMsM 0000*0m −Δ+==                                            (25.b) 
1nnnn
00
´
0
MFR −−+= Δ ; 2nnnn 00i MFS −−+= Δ                                         (25.c) 
with ( ) ( )sMsM *0m =  and ( )sF 0  ( )s´R 0  being monic.                                                  ? 
 
The fact that ( )sM *i and ( )sR i  (i=0,1) are assumed monic is only relevant for the uniqueness of 
the solution to the Diophantine equations (19.a)-(19.b) but not for the stability and model 
matching properties. The transfer function of the disturbance–free (nominal) system related to 
the control input is zero-pole cancellation-free if and only if the realization of order n is 
controllable and observable which may be directly tested by using the Weierstrass canonical 
state space description via Theorem 2. The following result is a particular case of Theorem 3 for 
the case when the feed-forward and feedback compensator transfer functions are ( ) ( )( )sR
sTsH
0
ff =  and 
( ) ( )( )sR
sSsH
0
0
bf = , respectively. Its proof follows directly under similar arguments as those invoked to 
prove Theorem 3 in Appendix A. 
 
Corollary 1.  Assume that the system (1) is solvable, controllable and observable, the external 
disturbance n00 :v RR →+  is uniformly bounded, ( )sM *0 is Hurwitz with its zeros in ν−C  
subject to the degree constrain of Theorem 3, ( ) 0sM *1 ≡  and ( )sF 0  has no common zero with 
( )sΔ . Assume also that the control law generated from (15)-(16) with polynomials 
( ) ( ) 0sSsR 11 ≡=  and polynomials ( )sR 0  and ( )sS 0  which exist and are unique solutions to 
(20.a) under the degree constraint of Theorem 3 .Then, the particular closed-loop system 
resulting from (19)-(20) is globally Lyapunov´s stable if ( ) ( )( ) 1esM
sSsSup sh*
0
10
sRe 1
<⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ Δ
ν=
, C∈∀s  
fulfilling ( )ν∈ν= ,0sRe 1  for  some +∈ε R1 .                                                              ? 
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Remark 2. Note that the index of E which equalizes the nilpotency index l of the nilpotent 
matrix arising in the Weierstrass decomposition has to be taken into account in the design of the 
control law by using a filter of  appropriate order of transfer function ( )sF/1 0  since the control 
has to be ( )1−l - times time-differentiable for uniqueness of the solution of (1) under the 
appropriate initial conditions. However, since nn 2 ≤≤l , it would be necessary to increase the 
degree of ( )sF 0  in the adaptive case in an amount ( )1n,nnMax M +−− l  satisfying: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1n,nnMax1n,nnMaxnn,nnMax 1M2M +−−≤+−−≤−− ll   
 
in order to guarantee that ( ) ( )ty j , ( ) ( )tu j  exist everywhere on +0R  for nj0 ≤≤  (then 
guaranteeing the well posededness of the estimation scheme) so that an extended dynamic 2n-th 
order system  might be built to investigate the closed-loop stability of  the adaptive system. The 
adaptive case for the case when the parameters of (1) are not fully known is investigated in the 
next section. 
IV. ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
A. Estimation Equations  
If the parameters of the system are not fully known then the output trajectory solution may be 
not  calculated via Theorem 1. Thus, equation (8) is replaced with its estimated one which has 
the same structure but its parameters, the coefficients of the various polynomials in (5) or (8) , 
are replaced by their estimates which are denoted with superscripts “ hat” and calculated for all 
time from an estimation algorithm specified later on. In particular, the output equation (8) is 
used for filtering purposes what leads to the output estimate:  
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tyˆtvt,Dˆhtut,Dˆtut,Dˆtyt,DMˆDFtyˆ 0f0T2f1f0f +Δ+−Δ+Δ+−=     
                                                                                                                                   (26)  
The estimation error is calculated directly from the output estimate (26) and the measured 
output (8)-(10) as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ))t(y~tyt,DM~tvt,D~htut,D~tut,D~tyˆty:te 0ff0T2f1f0 ++Δ+−Δ+Δ−=−=   
                                                                                                                                    (27) 
where: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )t,DMt,DMˆ:t,DM~ −= ; ( ) ( ) ( )t,Dt,Dˆ:t,D~ iii Δ−Δ=Δ (i=0, 2) ; ( ) ( )tytyˆ:)t(y~ 000 −=      
                                                                                                                                   (28) 
denote parametrical errors. One gets from (26)-(27) that the output may be rewritten by sing 
estimates as follows: 
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 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )thtut,Dtut,Dtyt,DMDFty 0f1f0f γ+−Δ+Δ+−=              (29.a) 
        ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tehtut,Dˆtut,Dˆtyt,DMˆDF f1f0f +−Δ+Δ+−=                  (29.b) 
 
where 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tytvt,D:t 00T20 f +Δ=γ                                                                              (30) 
includes the contributions of disturbances including unmodeled dynamics and those of the  
initial conditions of the filters. The filtered output is the solution to the linear time-varying 
differential system: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tehtut,Dˆtut,Dˆtyt,DMˆ f1f0f +−Δ+Δ=                                             (31) 
The adaptive control law maintains the structure of (18)-(20) while replacing the various 
parameters by their estimates as follows: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tuDLtyt,h,DStuDTtut,h,DRDF 0c0 +−=                          (32) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t,DSt,Dˆt,DRt,DMˆsFDM 0000*0 Δ+=                                               (33.a) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t,DSt,Dˆt,DRt,DMˆDFt,DSt,Dˆt,DM 101001*1 Δ+=Δ−            (33.b) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )htut,Dˆtut,DˆDL 0100 −Δ+Δ  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0h2tyt,DSˆt,Dˆhtvˆt,DRtvt,Dˆt,DRt,DMˆDF 110T210T20 =−Δ−−Δ+Δ+  
                                                                                                                                  (33.c) 
 
where  ( )t,DR i , ( )t,DS i ( i=0,1) and ( )tu 0  are the solutions to the Diophantine equations 
of polynomials (33.a)-(33.b) below, which exist for all time if the same polynomial degree 
constraints (22) of Theorem 1 are maintained for all time for their corresponding counterpart 
estimates. The compensating control input RR →+00 :u  is the solution to the time-varying 
differential equation (30.c) provided that it exists. The conditions for the existence of such a 
solution are not very restrictive since it suffices that the estimated functions be everywhere 
piecewise continuous. Note that, since the estimates are time-varying, the compensating control 
cannot be now obtained as a convolution integral being the output of a time-invariant transfer 
function contrarily to the case of known parameters (see (23)-(24)). Eqs. 29, 26, 27 may be 
rewritten in an equivalent parameterized form which is linear in the parameters as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tettˆttty T0T +ϕθ=γ+ϕθ=                                                                 (34.a) 
( ) ( ) ( )ttˆtyˆ T ϕθ=                                                                                                      (34.b) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ttt~te 0T γ+ϕθ−=                                                                                      (34.c) 
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where ( )tθˆ  is the parameter vector estimate of the parametrical vector ( ) Tvu´uy T 0TTT ,,, θθθθ=θ  with TTvTvTvv n020100 ,...,, ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ θθθ=θ , which is defined by the 
coefficients of ( ) ( )( )DMDF − ,  ( )DiΔ  (i = 0,1) located as the components of the respective 
vectors written in the appropriate order so that they are compatible with the regressor vector 
( )tϕ  is ( ) TTuTuTy )t(´,)t(,)t()t( ϕϕϕ=ϕ defined by : 
 ( ) Tff2nf1ny )t(y,...,)t(yD,)t(yD)t( −−=ϕ                                                            (35.a) ( ) Tff1nfnu )t(u,...,)t(uD,)t(uD)t( −=ϕ                                                              (35.b) 
 
and ( ) ( ) θ−θ=θ tˆt~  ,  +∈∀ 0t R is the parametrical error. 
 
The following assumptions are made on the system (1): 
 
Assumptions: 3. There exists a known bounded set Ω which is either a convex compact region 
 or a connected union of a finite number of (disjoint or not ) compact sets; i.e. Ω = 
  
Ω i
i = 1
p
U  such 
thatθ ∈Ω i ;  some i ∈  {1, 2,..., p}.  
 
4. (a) The reference model is stable. 
    (b) The polynomials ( )DM , ( )DiΔ  (i=0,1) are relatively prime Ω∈θ∀ , i.e. they have no 
common zeros when considered as complex functions of D so that the system (1) is a controllable 
and observable pair .  
    (c) ( ) 21tt dˆ κ+ξκ≤ττθ∫ ξ+ &  for some small +∈κ 01 R , some +∈κ 02 R  and Ω∈θ∀ , 
+∈∀ 0t R  for  any +∈ξ R ,. 
 
5. ( )
( )1S1 n,nMaxj0
j1j1 sMax:
Δ≤≤
δ=δ  is sufficiently small for all θ ∈Ω  where j1j1 s,δ are the real 
coefficients of  the polynomials ( )s1Δ  and ( )sS 1 .   Furthermore                                              
6: There exists a non-negative function of time γ : R 0+ → R 0+  satisfying ( ) 22)t(2
t0
1
2 )(eSup)t()t( 0
0
ε+τϕε≤γ≤γ τ−ρ−
≤τ≤
, +∈∀ 0Rt for some known real constants 
ρ 0 > 0  , ε 1 ≥ 0  and ε 2 ≥ 0 .                                                                                             ?  
 
Remark 3. Assumptions 3-5 are standard in pole-placement indirect adaptive control algorithms 
of time-invariant plants and leads to solvability of the diophantine equation associated with the 
synthesis of the pole-placement based controller in the delay-free nominal case. It means that any 
delay-free system (1) parameterized in Ω, as well as its associate estimation model, are both 
controllable and observable. Such a requirement can be easily relaxed and extended to the case 
when it is stabilizable and detectable since the neglected stable cancellations cause an 
θ ∈Ω i
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exponentially decaying neglected term in the control signal what does not modify the properties 
of the adaptive scheme. The controllability of the estimation model may be guaranteed for all 
time by using projection of the estimates on the boundary of the Ω-domain, if necessary (see, for 
instance, [8-10]). Note that Assumption 5 is a version of the third condition of Theorem 3 for the 
case of known parameters concerning the sufficient smallness of the parameters implying the 
presence of a double delay h in the closed-loop system to guarantee the stability provided that the 
two other terms involving zero delay and delay h. respectively, conform a Hurwitz characteristic 
quasi-polynomial.  
 
Remark 4. The projection technique is then incorporated in the estimation algorithm proposed 
in this paper. However, note that it is not required that neither the zeros of B(D, e − hD )  nor 
those associated with the corresponding part of the estimation scheme be stable. Another 
alternative way which could be used to ensure the controllability of the estimated model for all 
time is the use of estimates modification procedures when the controllability of the estimated 
model is lost. The previously proposed modification procedures lead, in general, to high 
computational costs for delay-free plants of second order or higher (see, for instance [7-8], and 
references therein) what may lead to  implementation difficulties. Assumptions 4-5 are used to 
guarantee closed-loop stability in the presence of disturbances through the synthesis of a pole-
placement based adaptive controller. Finally, Assumption 6 holds if the signal ( )tv f0  of the 
disturbance contribution to the state evolution  is, in a general problem setting up, the sum of a 
bounded disturbance and a signal related to the input by a strictly proper exponentially stable 
function. This is a reasonable assumption in many practical problems and it suffices to know 
upper-bounds of such constants in order to run the estimation scheme. Assumption 6 may be 
directly extended to the case when γ ( t) ≤ ε 1 Sup
0 ≤ τ ≤ t
e −2 ρ 0 ( t − τ ) ϕ (τ ) 2( )+ ε 2 still holds with 
unknown constants ε 1  and ε 2   but estimated by extending the estimation scheme including 
estimates of such constants as proposed in [7]-[8] for the nonsingular delay- free case.         ? 
 
The following least-squares type multiple estimation algorithm is proposed. It involves an 
adaptation relative dead zone which is implemented for closed-loop stabilization under 
uncertainties: 
 
( ) })t(e)t()t(P)t({ojPr)t(Ptˆ 2/T2/1 ϕ=θ b&  
)t(P)t()t()t(P)t()t(P Tϕϕ−= b&  ;  P (0) )0(P  T= = P iT  (0) ≥  k 0 I  ( k 0 +∈ R > 0)      (36) 
 
for i = 1, 2,..., p ;  with Proj {.} being a projection operator, [2], [5-6] used to constraint the 
estimates of the i-th estimator within the bounded convex region Ω i (i=1, 2,....,p) in the light of 
Assumption 3, and the relative adaptation dead zone being: 
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)t()t(P)t(1
)t()t( T
1
ϕϕ+
α= sb   some real constant α 1 > 0                                                      (37.a) 
 
( )
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
γϑ−
γϑ≤
=
otherwise,
)t(e
)t(1
)t()t(eif0
ts 2/1
2/1
                                                                                           (37.b) 
where ϑ > 1 is a design constant .  
 
 
B) Properties  of the Estimation Algorithm 
Note that the estimations of the ε-constants are positive and non decreasing with time until a limit 
ensured by Theorem 4 below is reached.  Such a result is proved in Appendix C, is related to the 
properties of the estimation algorithm (36)-(37) irrespective of the control law provided that 
Assumptions 3-6 hold. 
 
Theorem 4. The subsequent two items hold: 
 
(i) ∞∈θ L~ ,  ∞∈θ Lˆ  
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ∞∈−γ Ltett 2b ,  ( ) ( )( ) ∞∈γ Ltt 2/1b , ( ) ( ) ∞∈ Ltet2/1b  
  b ( )t ( ) ( )( ) ∞∈−γ Ltet 2  if ϑ  > 1 and ∞∩∈θ LLˆ 2&  
 
 (ii)  ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ∞∩∈−γ LLtett 1b , ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ∞∩∈+γ LLtett 12/12/1b ,  
( ) ( ) ∞∩∈ LLtet 12/1b  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ∞∩∈−γ LLtett 12/1 2/1b ,  ( ) ( )( ) ∞∩∈γ LLtt 12/1b ,  for all and all those 
signals tend asymptotically to zero as  t → ∞ . Furthermore, 
 
∞∩∈θ LL~ 2&  and  ∞θ→θ ˆ)t(ˆ ( )∞<θ ∞ˆ  as t → ∞ . Also,  b ( )t ( ) ( )( ) ∞∈−γ Ltet 2     
and  
b ( )t ( ) ( )( ) 0tet 2 →−γ   as  t → ∞  since ϑ  > 1.                                                          ?    
 
 
C) Main Robust Stability Result 
The  adaptive filtered closed-loop system obtained through the filters of transfer 
functions ( )sF/1 is described by the subsequent equations below obtained by filtering 
(29.b) and (32): 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tehtut,h,Dˆtut,h,Dˆtyt,h,DMˆ f1f0f +−Δ+Δ=          (38.a) 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tuDLtyt,h,DStuDTtut,h,DRDF f0ffcf0 +−=    (38.b) 
 
The following technical assumption is made: 
 
Assumption 7.   ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −+≥
2
nn,0Maxn MTF 0
l .                                                        ? 
 
The above assumption reduces to MF nnn 0 −≥  if ( ) ( ) T21TM21TMM nn2nnnnn2nnn2n2 −+≤+−+=−+−≤l . The combined 
equations (38) may be described through the following auxiliary ( )MF nn2 0 + -th 
dynamic system in view of the degree constraints (22.a): 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) )t(eetutuh2tx)t()hjt(x)t()t(x 1fc1f0021
0j
j +++−+−= ∑
=
BBAA&   (39) 
where  MF nn2´n 0 += and ie is the i-th unity Euclidean vector,  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) Tf2nf1nff2nf1nf tu,...,t´u,t´u,ty,...,ty,ty)t(x MM ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛= −−−−   (40) 
The time varying matrix ( ) ( )tt 10 AA +  has constant eigenvalues for all 0t ≥  which are 
the zeros of the quasi-polynomial ( ) ( ) sh*1*0 esMsM −+ , ( )tu f0  is formed with the 
compensating signal ( )tu f0  and its successive time-derivatives up till conform  
MF nn2 0 +  components )t(2A has in its ( ) th1n M −+  row the coefficients of the 
polynomial ( ) ( )sRs 11Δ  completed with zeros if necessary until completing a row size of 
( )MF nn2 0 + while the remaining rows are zero.  1B has all its rows zero except the first one 
which  built with the coefficients of ( )DT , completed with zeros if necessary. The following 
closed-loop stability theorem is proved in Appendix C. 
 
Theorem 5. The auxiliary extended dynamical system (39)-(40) is globally Lyapunov´s stable if   
1ε and δ  are sufficiently small and Assumption 3-6 hold.  
As a result, the closed- loop system is globally Lyapunov´s stable.                                     ? 
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Appendix A. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) The differential equation (2) is obtained directly by combining Eqs. 1. One 
obtains directly by taking Laplace transforms in (1) and using (6) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )00T´ xEsVsGsUsGsY ++=                                                               (A.1) 
 
since Assumption 1 implies that M(s) is not identically zero,  where ( ) ( ) ( )shT´ edbsGsG −+=  is the 
transfer function (8) of the nominal system (1) related to the control input. If Assumption 1 holds, the 
system (1) is solvable so that the output trajectory ( )ty  exists for any bounded real initial conditions 
for 0tall ≥ . Then, the filtered output and all the remaining filtered signals also exist as solutions of the 
respective differential system for any given bounded real initial conditions of the corresponding filters. 
Then, the filtered output trajectory satisfies  via  (A.1) and  (7) :  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0Fy´fff xsGsYsGsY T+=                                                                           (A.2) 
      
On the other hand, one obtains for arbitrary initial conditions from the filtered signals (7): 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0FuT´fff xsGsUsGsU +=                                                                        (A.3.a) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0FyT´fff xsGsYsGsY +=                                                                       (A.3.b) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0F0vT´f0ff0 xsGsVsGsV +=                                                                   (A.3.c) 
( ) ( )( )0T´ff0 xEsGsX =                                                                                               (A.3.d) 
where identical filters of zero-free transfer functions  ( ) ( )sF
1sG f =  are introduced with 
( ) ( )Fn AIsDetsF F −=  being a monic polynomial of degree Fn , subject to a non- unique 
factorization: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) FT´fF1FnTFf bsGbAIscsG F =−= −                                                                 (A.4) 
 
 with ( ) ( ) 1FnTFT´f AIscsG F −−= , defined by the controllable and observable triple ( )FFTF b,A,c  
for  four identical linear filters of transfer functions ( )sF/1 , where ( ) ( )Fn AIsDetsF F −=  is a monic 
polynomial of degree Fn  equalizing the order of the real square matrix FA  which generates the filtered 
signals ( )tu f , ( )ty f , ( )tv f0  and ( )tx f0  with respective initial conditions ( ) 0FyFy x0x = , 
( ) 0FuFu x0x = , ( ) 0F0F0 x0x =  and ( ) 0F0vFv x0x 0 = . [Note that ( ) 1bAIsAdjc FFnTF F =−  since 
the denominator polynomial of the filter is monic and the filter is zero-free then the filter transfer function 
is cancellation-free (then the state-space realization is controllable and observable]. The substitution of 
(A.3)-(A.4) into (A.2) and the subsequent use of (A.1) yields the filtered output: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) 0Fy´f00T´ff xsGxEsVsGsUsGsGsY T+++=  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0FyT´f0f0F0vT´ff0´0Fu´ ff xsGxEsGxsGsVsGxsGsUsG TT +⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ +−+−=
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]0Fu0FyT´f0F0v0ff0´f xsGxsGxxEsGsVsGsUsG T −++−+=  
                                                                                                                                                     (A.5) 
which is equivalent through (6)  to 
 
- ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )sUesssYsM fsh00f −Δ+Δ+  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] 0xsGxsGxxEsGsVsGsM 0Fu0FyT´f0F0v0ff0´ T =⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ −++−+  
                                                                                                                                                     (A.6) 
Note from (A.3b) is equivalent to the linear time-invariant differential equation 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tyDFtyDGty ff1f == −                                                                                     (A.7) 
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The use of (A.6) into the right-hand side of (A.7) yields directly (8) subject to (8)-(10).                  ? 
 
Proof of Theorem 3. (i) Note that the closed-loop system (19)-(20) is linear and time-invariant and that 
the Diophantine equations of polynomials (20.a)-(20.b) are solvable if the unforced system equation (1) is 
controllable and observable since then its transfer function related to the control input is zero-pole 
cancellation free. Then, polynomials ( )sR i  (monic) and ( )sS i (i =0,1) satisfying the polynomial 
Diophantine equations (20.a)- (20.b) exist and are unique under the given degree constraints since  
(1) ( )sF  is  coprime with ( )siΔ  for i=0, 1.  
(2) The system (1) is controllable and observable which together with the above condition implies that 
( ) ( )sMsF  is coprime with ( )siΔ  ; i=0,1. 
(3) 
iii SRMF nnnnn +>++ Δ for i=0,1 together with the degree constraints (22.a) imply that  the 
Diophantine equations (22.a)-(22.b) are solvable with polynomials leading to realizable compensators.  
(4) The constraint degrees (22.b) for the polynomials L(s) and F (s)  imply in view of (22.a) that the 
control input to the system (1)  is sufficiently smooth, so that ( ) ( )tu j  exists for all time and all integer 
1j0 −≤≤ l , and, furthermore, that the compensating signal ( )tu 0  is obtained from a realizable filter 
in (20.c). 
Therefore, the control injected to the singular uncontrolled system (1) ,via the control law (18)-(20) 
subject to the degree constraints (22), is generated with realizable transfer functions and it is sufficiently 
smooth for its well-posededness. Firstly, assume that the external disturbance and compensating signals 
( )tv 0   and ( )tu 0  are identically zero for all 0t ≥ . The closed- loop characteristic equation is: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0esSsesMsM sh211sh*1*0 =Δ++ −−                                                              (A.8) 
  
Since ( ) ( ) 0esMsM sh*1*0 =+ −  has its zeros in ν−C , it follows from Rouché´s theorem for zeros of 
complex – valued functions that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) sh211sh*1*0 esSsesMsM −− Δ++  has also its zeros within 
++
ν− ⊂ 0CCCC \\  if for some ( )ν∈ν ,01 : 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) sh*1*0sh211 esMsMesSs −− +<Δ , +ν−−γ∈∀ 1s CC\  where + ν−−γ 1CC\  is a closed simple 
curve 
{ } { }⊂−≤∧∞=∈∪−=∈=γ + ν−+ ν−− + ν− 111 sRes:ssRe:s: CCCCCCCC \\\ +0CC\  
 
and, equivalently , if  
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 1esMesM
sSsSup sh*
1
sh2*
0
11
sRe 11
<⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+
Δ
ν=
                                                                         (A.9) 
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As a result, the unforced closed-loop system is globally asymptotically Lyapunov´s stable. If the 
compensating and reference signals are uniformed bounded for all time then the forced closed-loop 
system Eqs. 19-20 is globally Lyapunov´s stable as a result.   
  
(ii) Note that the compensating signal ( )tu 0  satisfies the stable time-differential equation: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )htuDtuDDL 0100 −Δ+Δ  
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0th2tyDSDhtvDRtvDRDMDF 0110T210T20 ≡σ=−Δ−−Δ+Δ+   
 
, +∈∀ 0t R so that the closed -loop equation is that of the reference model.  Thus, perfect model-
following for all time is achieved under zero initial conditions of (1) and  perfect asymptotic model –
matching is achieved for any arbitrary set of bounded initial conditions of the uncontrolled system (1) and 
the reference model, namely, if the compensating signal of controller satisfies (23)-(24).     
 
(iii) Note that the transfer function ( )sG m    has a cancellation ( )s0+Δ     so that the reference model is 
not controllable and observable. However, since the cancellation is stable, the output is identical for all 
time to that of its minimal state-space realization, i.e. that obtained by removing such a  cancellation.  
( ) ( )⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ sS,s´R 00   are existing unique  polynomials   satisfying the Diophantine equation (25.b) whose 
higher degree right-hand-side polynomials are monic by construction.  Since the denominator of the 
reference model is Hurwitz , its input is uniformly bounded for all time,  and the closed-loop system 
transfer functions equalizes that of the reference model except for the stable cancellation, the perfect 
model-matching result follows directly.                                                                                                ? 
 
Appendix B. Results About the Weierstrass Canonical Form 
 
Theorem B. 1. The following properties hold: 
(i) If Assumption 1 holds then for any vector function 2n2n +  - tuple 
[ ]( ) [ ]( ) ( )ΨΑ∈−Ψ−Ψ 2n20v0 ,0,h,,0,h,z RR , the Weierstrass canonical form is controllable 
at any time h2tt 1 +≥ and observable at any time 0t 1 ≥  independent of the external delay if and only if 
 [ ] 111n1111n11 nW,...,W,,W,...,W,rank 11 =βββααα −−                                  (B.1) 
[ ] 221n2221n22 nN,...,N,,N,...,N,rank 22 =βββααα −−                                 (B.2) 
[ ] nW,...,W,rank 1n =γγγ −                                                                                               (B.3) 
 
where  ( )N,WDiag:W =  or , equivalently, if and only if 
 [ ] 111n n,,WIrank 1 =βα−λ  ; [ ] 222 n,,Nrank =βα                                     (B.4) 
[ ] 21n nnn,WIrank 1 +==γ−λ                                                                                    (B.5) 
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 ( )Wsp∈λ∀ , the spectrum of W and ( ) { }0Wsp ∪∈λ∀ , respectively.      
 
(ii) The transfer function of the nominal system (1) related to the control input  is given by  
( ) ( ) ( )sh1T edbAEscsG −− +−= ( ) ( ) ( ) ish22i1
0i
T
2
sh
11
1
n
T
1 seNeWIs 1
−
−
=
−− β+αγ−β+α−γ= ∑l                 
which is zero-pole cancellation free if and only if the polynomial ( )AEsdetM(s) −=  has degree 
21M nnnn +=≤  and the Weierstrass canonical form of (1) is controllable and observable; i.e. if and 
only if  nn M ≤ and (B.1)-(B.3) or, equivalently (B.4)-(B.5) hold . 
 
Proof. Assume for simplicity and without loss of generality that the system is external disturbance- free. 
Otherwise, any prefixed final state to be matched under controllability conditions *z may be 
correspondingly modified by considering the external disturbance as an extra forcing function so that the 
controllability conditions are similar to those applicable for the disturbance-free case. Similar 
considerations apply to observability. Now, note from Popov- Belevitch- Hautus 
controllability/observability rank tests for the Weierstrass canonical state-space description Eqs. (2) that  
 [ ] 111n1111n11 nW,...,W,,W,...,W,rank 11 =βββααα −−  
      [ ] 111n n,,WIrank 1 =βα−λ⇔ ; ( )Wsp∈λ∀  (equivalently, C∈λ∀  since it holds  
 
directly for all complex λ  which is not an eigenvalue of W), 
 [ ] 221n2221n22 nN,...,N,,N,...,N,rank 22 =βββααα −−    
     [ ] 222n n,,INrank 2 =βα−λ⇔ : C∈λ∀  
     [ ] 222 n,,Nrank =βα⇔  (since [ ] 222n n,,INrank 2 =βα−λ  holds for 0=λ )  
and 
[ ] nW,...,W,rank 1n =γγγ − [ ] n,WIrank
1n =γ−λ⇔ ; ( ) ( ) { }0WspWsp ∪=∈λ∀  
since  ( )N,WDiag:W =  and N is nilpotent ( then all its eigenvalues are zero). Thus (B.1)-(B.3) and 
(B.4)– (B.5) are equivalent.  For any real ε>TT and any fixed 0T ≥ε , consider the input  
[ ) 2h2T,T:u R→+  defined as ( ) [ )[ ]⎩⎨
⎧
++∈
+∈=
h2T,hTt,u
hT,tt,u
tu
T2
T1
T  . Define  
( ) 2TT2T1T u,u:u R∈=  and define the sets of admissible initial states ( ) nS R⊂Ψ  and admissible 
initial data ( ) ( ) [ ]( ) ( ) [ ]( )2n11nT ,T,hTC,T,hTC RRR −×−×⊂ΨΑ −− ll , respectively, as 
follows: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧ ∈−Ψβ+α−=∈==Ψ ∑−
=
2n
1
0i
i
2
i
2
i
T2
1n
T1
TT
T2
T
T1T hTTuNz,z,z,zTz:S RR
l
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ]( ){ }R,T,hTC,Sz:,z: 1TT0T0T −∈ΨΨ∈Ψ=ΨΑ −l  
 
for any initialization of a sufficiently smooth control. Then (2.a)-(2.b) become for any bounded 
( ) ( )TT0 ,z ΨΑ∈Ψ : 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) TT1T2T1111 u,u,tzWtz αβ+=&   ;    ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) TT1T2T2222 u,u,tztzN αβ+=&  
  
If [ ] 111n n,,WIrank 1 =βα−λ ; ( )Wsp∈λ∀  and [ ] 222 n,,Nrank =βα  the 
Weierstrass canonical form is controllable with a piecewise constant control on any time  interval 
[ ]h2T,T + . A similar reasoning would apply to observability. Sufficiency of (B.1)-(B.3) or, 
equivalently, (B.4)-(B.5) for controllability/ observability has been proved . Necessity might be proved by 
contradiction. Assume that there is ( )Wsps 0 ∈  such that [ ] 111n0 n,,WIsrank 1 <βα− . 
Then , one gets for 0ss=  by taking Laplace transforms in (2.a) for zero initial conditions  
[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 0esU,sU,sZ,,WIs Tsh00T111n0 01 =βα− −  which holds for some 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 0esU,sU,sZ Tsh00T1 0 ≠−  so that ( )tz 1 cannot be driven to any  given 
( ) *
11
ztz = through some control input for any admissible initial data and the system is not controllable. 
A similar reasoning proofs that that there is no sufficiently smooth control such that the sub-state ( )tz 2  
is controllable for any initial admissible data if [ ] 222 n,,Nrank <βα . In the same way, it is 
proved that observability fails if [ ] n,WIsrank
1n0 <γ−  for some C∈0s . Necessity has been 
also proved so that Property (i) has been fully proved.     
 
(ii)  It follows directly from Lemma 1 Eqs. 2.a, 2.c , 3.b and 4.b by taking Laplace transforms the Laplace 
transform of the output for sufficiently smooth input  and admissible initial data is  provided that 
Assumption 1 holds: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sGssGsUsGsY IT +η+= η                                                              (B.6) 
where ( )sG  is the transfer function related to the control input , ( )sG Tη  is the transfer matrix related to 
the disturbance signal vector ( ) ( ) ( )( ) TT2T s,ss 1 ηη=η  and ( )sG I  is  a function being dependent 
on the initial conditions  which are given by: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )sh1T edbAEscsG −− +−= ( ) ( ) ( ) ish22i1
0i
T
2
sh
11
1
n
T
1 seNeWIs 1
−
−
=
−− β+αγ−β+α−γ= ∑l  
                                                                                                                                          (B.7.a) 
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( ) ( )
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ γ−−γ= ∑−
=
−
η
ii
1
0i
T
2
1
n
T
1
T sN,WIssG
1
l
                                                          (B.7.b) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 1jij2j2i1
0i
T
2
1i
0j
01
1
n
T
1I sh0NzWIssG 1
−−
−
=
−
=
− −Ψβ+Ψαγ+−γ= ∑ ∑l  
                                                                                                                                           (B.7.c) 
The second identity in (B.6) follows by taking into account (10) and the fact that the transfer function 
related to the control input is independent of each particular state-space description of (1). The first part 
of Property (ii) has been proved. Now, note that Mnn ≥ ( Mnn =  holds if and only if the state-space 
realization is minimal and the system (1) is standard). The proof of the sufficiency part of Property (ii) is 
direct since if some state-space realization of order n is simultaneously controllable and observable then 
any other realization of the same order is controllable and observable as well and the transfer function is 
zero-pole cancellation-free. Now, proceed by contradiction to prove the necessity. Assume that the initial 
conditions and the external disturbance are zero with no loss in generality so that ( ) ( ) ( )sUsGsY = . 
First, note that if nn M >  there are always at least ( )nn M −  zero pole cancellations in G (s) so that no 
state-space realization of G (s) of order 21 nnn +=  is simultaneously controllable and observable. Now, 
assume nn M ≤ . If there is a single zero-pole cancellation 0ss=  of multiplicity k  in ( )sG , of order 
Mn , then one of the following possibilities occur for some integer 1k  fulfilling M11 nknk0 ≤≤≤≤ : 
 
( ) ( ) ( )kknknk 1211 INsdetWIsdetsAEsdet −+− −−=− ; ( )( )kkn11M 12INsdetdegknkn −+−+−+=   
 
if 0s 0 =  since N is nilpotent, and   
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
21 nkn
k
0 INsdetWIsdetssAEsdet −−−=− −  , ( )( )2n1M INsdetdegnn −+=  
 
if 0s 0 ≠ . Since there is a zero-pole cancellation of multiplicity 1k ≥  in G(s) then any controllable and 
observable realization of G(s) is of order nkn <−  what leads to a contradiction.  Property (ii) has been 
proved.                                                                                                                                                 ? 
 
APPENDIX C. Proof of Theorem 5 
Proof of Theorem 5. The unique solution of (39) is  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ττ+τ+τ+−τττ−Ζ+Ζ= ∫ deeuuh2x)(,tx0,ttx 1fc1f002t00 BBA    
                                                                                                                               (C.1) 
with ( )0xx 0 = , ( ) 0x =τ  for 0<τ , subject to the initial conditions given for the input of (1) and its 
time-derivatives ( ) ( ) ( )tu ii Ψ= , [ ]0,ht −∈∀ , i = 0, 1, … , l -1  and ( )τΖ ,t  is the evolution 
operator being the unique solution of 
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( )∑
=
τ−Ζτ=τΖ
1
0j
j ),hjt(,t),t( A&  ,  ( )M0F nn2I)t,t( +=Ζ , 0),t( =τΖ , R∈>τ∀ t    
                                                                                                                                                        (C.2) 
From Assumptions 1- 6, the unforced linear time-varying dynamic auxiliary  system (39)- (40) subject to 
the evolution operator satisfying (C.2) satisfies  ( ) *0t xeKtx 0* ν−= for some real constants 
( )ν∈ν ,00  and 0K > , since: 
a- Assumption 4.c and the smallness of the absolute values of the coefficients of ( )DS 1  implies also 
that ( ) 2010tt i dA κ+ξκ≤ττ∫ ξ+ &  , any +∈ξ R , some small +∈κ 010 R (depending on 
+∈κ 00 R ), some small +∈κ 020 R , Ω∈θθ∀ ˆ, , +∈∀ 0t R , i =0,1   
b- The denominator polynomial of the reference model transfer function is Hurwitz and the time-varying 
Diophantine Equations associated with the adaptive controller synthesis hold with sufficiently small 
1κ . See [9-10] and Theorem 3.  
 
Since the parametrical error is uniformly  bounded for all time from Theorem 4 and, furthermore,   
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )txSupKtt~tte 2/1
th2Tt
1
T
0 γ+τ≤ϕθ−γ= ≤τ≤−−                         (C.3) 
           ( )( ) ( ) 2/1
2
2)t(
t0
2/1
1th2Tt
1 )(xeSupxSupK 0 ε+τε+τ≤ τ−ρ−≤τ≤≤τ≤−−  
 
 Now, define disjoint components of +0R : ( ){ }2/10R1 )t(te:z: γϑ≤∈= +RI  and R10R2 : IRI  \+= . 
Then,  
 
( ) 2/1)t(te γϑ≤ , R1t I∈∀                                                                                          (C.4.a) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tttete 2/12/1 γϑ+γϑ−≤  
    ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )ttetb1ttetb 2/12/12/12/1 γϑ−−+γϑ−≤ + ( )t2/1γϑ , R2t I∈∀  
                                                                                                                                               (C.4.b) 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )ttetb 2/12/1 γϑ−  is integrable on any real interval and 
( )( ) ( ) ( )ttetb1 2/12/1 γϑ−−  is uniformly bounded from Theorem 4, Then,  
 
( ) ( )tKte 2/11 γϑ+≤ , +∈∀ 0t R                                                                            (C.5) 
 
for some +∈ R1K . Also, 
 
( ) ( )( ) 3
th2Tt
22 KxSupKh2x)( +τ≤−ττ ≤τ≤−−A  ; ( ) ( ) 4fc1f00 Ktutu ≤+ BB  
                                                                                                                                                (C.6) 
Then, one gets from (C.1) and (C.3)– (C.4) since the reference control is uniformly bounded for all time  
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( )( ) ( )TtxeKxSup T
t0
0 −=τ ν−
≤τ≤
+ ( )( ) ( ) ττ ∫ − τ−ν−≤τ≤−− dexSupKK
t
Tt
T
th2Tt
2
0   
        ( ) ( ) 1t Tt T4322t0)t(t02/11 KKdeKK)(xSupeSupK 00 +τ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ++ε+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ τε+ ∫ − τ−ν−≤τ≤τ−ρ−≤τ≤           
                                                                                                                                                (C.7) 
Since 00 >ν and  2K  and 1ε  are sufficiently small, it follows that ( )tx  is uniformly bounded on 
+
0R and then both the auxiliary extended system and the closed-loop one are globally Lyapunov stable.  ? 
